Can FDG-PET Improve the Staging of Head and Neck Cancer?

We are very close to answering this question, but need your help!

By enrolling 75 more cases to the ACRIN 6685 trial: *FDG-PET/CT Staging of Head and Neck Cancer and the Impact on N0 Neck Surgical Treatment*, we will gain valuable information for improving patient care.

**Patient population:** Patients with newly diagnosed head and neck squamous cell carcinoma being considered for surgical resection, with at least one side of the neck planned for dissection clinically N0, and at risk for occult metastasis.

**Questions?**

Contact ACRIN 6685 Principal Investigator Brendan C. Stack, Jr., MD
501-773-4327 • BStack@uams.edu • www.acrin.org/6685_protocol.aspx
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